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Market Meter (The U.S. Equity Markets at a Glance)
Short-term
(days-weeks)

The $SPX has been resilient and continues to trend very well. Sectors that need to perform well in
an uptrend are rising to the occasion. For example, technology stocks and ETFs continue to make
all-time highs and have been carrying this market higher. You also see broad participation taking
place, breadth continues to trend well as new highs attempt to break through. A negative of the
breadth argument right now is that we are not seeing this positive nature from the small caps. The
Russell 2000 continues to lag on a price relative standpoint as well. This isn’t a problem until it
takes place for too long, then you start to question whether small caps are signaling something. We
however do not believe small caps will lag for much longer. One important reason for this is that we
tend to see strong seasonal outperformance from $SML heading into May and throughout June
from an absolute standpoint and a relative perspective vs. $SPX.

Mid-term
(weeks-months)

To put this into better perspective, $SML outperforms $SPX in May 58% of the time over the past
20 years, with an average return of .30%. For June, this jumps to 84% outperformance over $SPX
with a 1.60% average return. Other than the beginning of the year (JAN-MAR), this is the strong
period for small caps seasonally. Time will tell if we start to see a pickup in this asset class. For the
$SPX, new highs mean we should really count on new highs for the foreseeable future, even if that
means periods of pause and consolidation. Earnings season is in full swing, so you tend to see this
time of the year represent a time of fund repositioning, and more sector rotation take place. The
financial sector has really seen a boost in relative performance over the last month and we expect
to see this follow through from a technical perspective. A sector that has seen a large
underperformance is the healthcare situation. Headline risk continues to be an issue. Seasonality
does tend to pick up for this space in the month of May, but we need to see more evidence of
buyers stepping up to the table.

Long-term
(months-years)

It is safe to say, in our view, we are not on a 10+ year bull market ride. The paradigm was either
reset over the past year or we continue to trend in a sideways consolidation. We really want to
create the mindset that a complete ‘reset’ has taken shape and that sector and market rotation is
now natural to see out of this reset. Long-term breadth signals are starting to heal and really
improve dramatically for the long haul. Will there be periods of volatility, absolutely. As of right now
the $VIX has been rising steadily throughout the back half of April. Can this start to speak volumes
in terms of a fade or consolidation phase? Certainly, and it should be monitored as such. We see
the $CPC ratio at complacent levels and start to come out of those complacent measures. We
haven’t seen a ‘fear’ level reading since the beginning of March. The market trend is strong. But
stay nimble and build your portfolio’s cushion now while it’s still sunny outside.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

“The stock market has reached a permanently high plateau.” That’s something economist Irving Fisher might
say if he were still alive. In the spirit of Fisher’s perma-bull leanings, the S&P 500 closed near record highs,
lifted by better than expected Q1 corporate earnings.
Sector wise, the communication services (XLC) and technology (XLK) continue to be leading performers
thus far this year. Earlier this week, XLC was led by surging share prices in Facebook and Twitter. Both
companies racked in first quarter higher earnings, boosted by spending on advertising and data licensing.
While many S&P 500 sectors have booked double digit gains, the healthcare sector (XLV) is up just +3.27%
and has lagged. Managed-care companies have seen their share prices hurt by the "Medicare for all" rhetoric
being promoted by some Democratic presidential hopefuls.
Finally, we continue to hold a position in the utilities sector (XLU), which has gained just over +10% this year,
Moreover, the +3.11% annual dividend yield for XLU makes the total return potential even more compelling.
We like utilities for these reasons plus their defensive nature.
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Rebounding Cryptos
Cryptocurrencies are the antithesis of utilities; they’re more speculative than defensive, highly unpredictable
and they pay no dividends. However bad that may sound, it doesn’t necessarily mean cryptos should be
ignored.
Buying indvidual coins like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin on a coin exchange is one way to acquire
exposure to digital assets. These markets are truly global and unlike stock exchanges, crypto markets
are always open for business, even on major holidays.
Obtaining direct exposure to cryptos with a regular brokerage account offers fewer choices. Currently,
Grayscale Investments, which offers a Bitcoin (GBTC) and Ethereum (ETCG) trust, is the main player in this
embryonic market. While Grayscale’s crypto solution is far from perfect, it’s a decent way for investors to trade
the crypto market, especially for investors without a coin exchange account.
After Bitcoin, Ethereum is the second largest coin by market cap with a $16 billion market size. While nearly all
cryptos have rebounded sharply this year, most are still down by 50% or more during the past year.
We’re adding the Grayscale Ethereum Classic Trust (ETCG) near $14.50 per share. Although the trust
charges a steep annual fee of 2.5%, it’s one of the few stock exchange-traded choices in this emerging asset
class. Alternative forms of payment through digital coins are in their infancy and we want exposure to this area,
especially ahead of any further rallies. 
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Our May ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current May income trade is executed in April.)
Recap from last month: Our GLD APR $128 calls expired worthless out of the money and we still own our
100 shares. Meanwhile, our SPY APR $282 calls got called away for a $1,100 gain, so we’re executing the
following trades below.

For our May 2019 Income Trade we’re
executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $126.30)
Sell GLD MAY 2019 $124 calls near $25 per
contract. (Calls expire on 5/17/19)
SPY (Buy 400 shares @ $292.05)
Sell SPY MAY 2019 $295 calls near $210
per contract. (Calls expire on 5/17/19)

Income Mix Portfolio
($128,000 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

9%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $865 in monthly income from
our May trades.

91% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $51,376 or $611.63
per month over the past 84 months.
NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our May income trade, subscribers can execute covered call
options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) trades near the complacency zone and the fear of losing money
in the stock market is gone. We still have an open defensive trade via ticker symbol “SH,” which is built to
go up when the S&P 500 declines. We also own VIXY and IAU. The public’s panic level, once it returns,
should push both VIX and gold higher. The euro has sunk to one year lows and looks poised to make a run
toward its 2017 bottom. We remain bearish on the euro and we own put options on FXE.
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Pairing Seasonal Shifts with Opportunity and Probability
As the seasons change from spring time to summer, so do key seasonal trends within the market. Some
trends take shape and others may never come to fruition. There are key seasonal time periods that showcase
themselves throughout the 12-month calendar, where the probabilities over years past continue to point toward
us, as market participants, paying attention with great detail. The below table displays the seasonal tendencies
for key sectors within the market for the month of May:

We really want this to set the tone for us as we scan the market place for opportunity. At the end of the day,
these are historical tendencies that can help give us an edge through portfolio management, or trade
management. We must still consider current trends, and even overall market risk on/off before executing. So,
let’s take a deeper dive into these highlighted seasonal patterns shown above.
Key Seasonal Shifts
The major highlight as a broad perspective of the above table is the strength from more defensive natured
sectors. These include, healthcare, communications, real estate, and consumer staples. The communications
sector does have a few ‘tech’ related themes attached to it (much like healthcare), but overall May looks to
benefit those four sectors from an absolute standpoint and a relative perspective. Taking this to the next level,
we display the relative ratio of communication vs. S&P 500 ($XLC:$SPY) on the following page. You’ll notice
that we are seeing quite the outperformance already breaking away from $SPY. The base that is shown near
the green shaded area is acting well as consistent support to this ratio. Breaking up and out of this is just the
start as trend and momentum are also confirming improved characteristics to the topside. During the month of
May, we expect this outperformance to continue, or at a very minimum expect this trend to continue to break
out of this base. Following the strength in the communications sector, the next area we want to detail is the
violated healthcare sector. This is an area of the market that has seen better days over the last few weeks, as
headline risk has taken somewhat of a toll. You also never saw relative strength from healthcare off the
December lows, but you did see it on the way down (as shown in the chart on the following page). We believe
the area of note here is that relatively, $XLV couldn’t have performed worse compared to $SPY thus far in
2019. This is expressed by the 4-week ROC of the RS ratio below. You’ll notice the last time we saw this big of
damage in this period was back in 2009.
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The question for $XLV now becomes can we see a mean reversion type trade in May, following suit with a
74% positive return probability over the last 20 years from the month of May? The odds seem to be in the favor
of a strong May, even with the difficult trend taking place. You do see slight out performance from $XLV when
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compared to $SPY from a historical standpoint as well. Bottom line, just because the chart looks ugly right
now, doesn’t mean the month of May cannot bring decent returns from the healthcare sector.
There are many more sectors and industries that have standout performance or underperformance for the
month of May, such as real estate ($XLRE) or even consumer staples. Staples have been performing quite
well of late, and only get stronger in the month of May. The financial sector is one that tends to underperform
from a relative perspective, but it’s very hard to grasp if this will become the outcome for May. Why you ask?
Because there are some very constructive technicals taking place right now from financials that have us pause
and question the seasonality aspect. Time will certainly tell on this one!
Domestic vs. International Shift
Moving on to more of a domestic vs. international argument we are seeing a breakout take place this week in
the RS ratio of $SPY:EFA. EFA is made up of developed market securities based in Europe, Australia and the
Far East. This ETF does not include as expected any domestic holdings (United States) or Canadian holdings.
So, other than emerging markets, this ETF does solid job of covering the international spectrum.

Wrapping back around on the chart from the previous page, the breakout is met with a solid PPO situation. It is
starting to curl upwards and cross up above the signal line. The PPO never went below the zero line which is
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another solid characteristic to be aware of. The ratio has gone nowhere since last August and essentially
consolidated this entire time. So, the relative ratio looks very strong in terms of $SPY outperforming $EFA. Or
in other terms domestic stocks outperforming international stocks. Another key aspect helping this situation out
from the domestic side is the breakout in the $USD compared to other currencies. A strong dollar is going to
hurt the currencies of other countries from a buying power standpoint, thus reflecting negatively on
international equities.

Many components are working for the domestic space currently, and why not add another positive situation
speaking in terms of seasonality? Seen above is the RS ratio seasonal pattern over the past 20 years.
Highlighted is the month of May and you can see this is one of the strongest months historically for domestic
stocks to outperform international stocks relatively. 76% of the time $SPY outperformed $EFA over the past 20
year for the month and generated an average return of 1.10%. That is substantial in our eyes, and it looks as if
we are on the path of seeing this outcome take place once again.
You always hear the saying of ‘sell in May and go away’, but one thing is for certain, before the month of May
is over make sure to try your hand at a few different sectors that show historical outperformance. It is not
guarantee, but your probabilities of following seasonal patterns and more importantly key seasonal changes
will increase your trading or investing edge in this market environment. If the sector analysis doesn’t do it for
you, the domestic vs. international argument is one that looks primed to shine in May and one that has a lot of
components working in its favor. 
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(Podcast) The Surprising Benefits of Leverage
Attempting to magnify investment performance – whether it’s via
borrowed money on margin, leveraged ETFs, or some other tool – is
frequently demonized.
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge looks at the subject of
leverage from a less traveled road. Ron explains how leverage works
and the hidden benefits of ETFs that use it.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed over 1,800 subscribers and 300,000 views.
Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Your ETF Tools
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:






Active ETF Guide tracks actively managed funds
ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

Leveraged ETFs Jump to Life: Most 2x and 3x daily bull leveraged stock
ETFs are in a major upswing. Standout performers are semiconductors
(SOXL), industrials (DUSL), real estate (DRN), and technology (TECL).

1 

No open trades

2 

Small caps look poised for more gains: After underperforming larger stocks
for most of 2019, small cap stocks look poised to outperform. Many small cap
ETFs are now trading at or just above their 200-day moving average, which is
bullish. We’re long TNA, which aims for 3x daily performance to small caps.
Commodities: Prices for energy commodities got crushed in 2018, contributing
to overall weakness in the group. They’ve staged a nice bounce this year and a
trade truce between China and the U.S. could provide a further boost for the
entire group. We added gold (IAU) during Q1 and precious metals during the
past few weeks have been held back by a strong US dollar.
Emerging Markets: Stocks from emerging countries have started out strong in
2019. Single country ETFs from China and Russia are leading the way.

TNA

3 

IAU

4 

No open trades

5 

Stock Market Volatility: Last year we hit the VIX jackpot three times: A +16%
gain on 12/17, a +12.2% gain on 10/26 and a +69% gain in VIXY from Feb. 1 to
6. This time around, we’re holding a position in VIXY. We like buying volatility
when it’s cheap.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies, even though they are stuck in a bear
market.

VIXY

BOTZ, HACK,
SKYY, ROBO,
ROBT, SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
Global stock markets are all positive in 2019 and volatility along with fear is down. Regionally, China (GXC)
has risen just over +20%. Meanwhile, former leaders like Brazil (EWZ) and Latin America (ILF) are also up,
but substantially lagging with just single digit gains.
Canada (EWC) and Russia (RSX), which are both large commodities exporters, have been boosted by
rebounding commodities prices. Elsewhere, India (INDY) has managed to reverse a previously negative return
with a 7.87% gain. And despite widespread negative sentiment, European stocks (VGK) have held up well,
gaining just over 14%.
Globally speaking, stocks still have upside momentum. And if the U.S. (VTI) and China can execute a trade
agreement to settle their disputes, it could provide another short-term lift to stock prices. This however, doesn’t
change the short-term economic damage that is impacting consumers and corporate earnings for companies
with heavy business ties to China. 
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